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iv)

Define Evaluation.

v)

Mention two importances of Educational Field
Trips.

vi)

What is CRT?
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their
own words as far as practicable.

vii) What do you mean by Professional ethics of a
Education method teacher?

GROUP–A
(Marks : 10)
[Answer any five from the following questions, each within
50 words:]

GROUP–B
(Marks : 15)

]
1.

2×5=10
i)

What do you mean by simulation in Education
subject?

[Answer any three from the following questions, each
within 150 words:]
]

ii)

What is sub-unit?

2.

What do you mean by pedagogical analysis? What are
the importance of teaching-learning strategies in

iii)

pedagogical analysis?

What is Achievement Test?

1+4
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3.

What is micro-teaching? Explain the micro-teaching

7.

What are the differences between Assessment and

cycle with suitable example from Education subject

Evaluation? As a teacher how can you frame a

at H.S. level.

Achievement Test tool in Education subject at higher
secondary level?
1+4

4.

Briefly explain the importance of Wall and Annual
4+6

magazine in Education subject.
8.

Select any one Unit from class XI/XII Education
subject and frame a pedagogical analysis through

5.

Explain in short the salient features of Simulated
Teaching in Education. Mention any two skills related
to simulated teaching.

4+1
6.

following points :
(a)

Break into sub-units specifying the numbers of
periods

(b)

Instructional objectives

(c)

concept of any one subunit

(d)

Teaching strategies with TLM preparation.

What should be the qualities and professional ethics
of a Education teacher?
5
GROUP–C

b
c

(Marks : 10)
[Answer any one from the following questions, within 300

2+3+2+3=10

words:]
]
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